
 

A Realm of Love and Wisdom 

The Spiritual Hierarchy is a body of living Souls who, at each rung of the ladder of 
ascent, radiate ever more powerfully the love, light and will to accomplish the 

evolutionary goal of the Lord of the World.   ~29 Nov 2019~ 

The Kingdom of God is a realm of consciousness permeated by divine 
purpose executed in and through divine love.  Within this realm, there are 

gradations of comprehension of higher purpose and of cosmic and planetary 
forces that will foster its fulfillment. There are also different degrees of 
responsibility for its manifestation.  But there are no divisions in this realm.  
Those who enter from the human realm merge their energies within this 
planetary ‘Center of all Love,’ from which the course of evolution unfolds.  It 
is the blending and fusing of energies of the 4th (human) and 5th (spiritual) 
kingdoms that will give rise to a new civilization and culture.  This has already 
begun.  We have evolved through the human realm, so there is nothing in your 
realm that is foreign to us.  We are your elder brothers and sisters spiritually, in 
every sense.  ~22 Feb 2019~ 

 

The Kingdom of Souls



In this dawn of the new era, we welcome into our midst those who have eyes 
to see and ears to hear—those whose hearts have revealed to them the truth 

that We exist and are approaching closer to humanity. You will first encounter 
this truth as a living reality within the depths of your own souls. It will become 
an outer manifestation in time, as the Hierarchy is able to extend itself further 
into human living.  ~15 Sept 2018~ 
 

Throughout the ages, the vast majority of human beings have believed in a 
hierarchy of spiritual lives.  They have intuitively grasped the idea of a 

progression of increasingly perfected souls, beings beyond any they could 
imagine on the plane of human existence. For several millennia, the figures of 
Krishna, Buddha, Moses, Christ, Mohammed and others have remained 
ingrained in human consciousness, even throughout the modern age as the gap 
between human beings and these seemingly ‘super-natural’ figures has grown 
wider.  
   
The hierarchy that will soon emerge into human awareness is governed by 
spiritual law.  It is a hierarchy of those who know the Mind of God—the 
planetary Logos—and who have sacrificed everything of a personal nature to 
fulfill the purpose held in this mind for the evolution of our planet.  It is a 
hierarchy based on the accumulation of wisdom, divine perception, and love, 
composed of souls at different stages of evolution in regard to alignment with 
the will of the Logos.  ~21 June 2019~ 

 

In the realm of the Soul, there is no separation.  Within the Hierarchy, there 
is no separation. We are indivisibly one in consciousness and purpose.  

When formulating the goals that constitute milestones in the evolutionary 
plan, or devising the approach to attaining these goals, the fire of love 
reverberates through every Being within the Hierarchy, pervading the whole.  
The only separation, if one could call it that, is a ‘division of labor’ when it 



comes to the oversight and execution of responsibilities leading toward the 
manifestation of the Plan. 

The strength and power of the Ashram derive from the fortress to which you 
give the name ‘unity.’  The word ‘inseparability’ is closer to the reality, as it 
implies the indestructible relationship of the parts to the whole. The functional 
unity of members of the Hierarchy can be likened to the workings of the axons 
and dendrites of the brain, with divine love plugging the synapses and 
enfolding the entire circuitry. 

We are instruments of Divine Purpose, no more and no less.  So it is that when 
an aspect of the Plan is realized, a river of bliss flows through Our ranks.  
Every time an idea in the Mind of the Logos is effectively transmitted by Us 
and made manifest in the human realm, with subsequent outcroppings in the 
lesser realms of Earth’s life, We rejoice.  It signifies that the purpose for which 
the Logos took incarnation on this globe of extreme density is growing a step 
closer to realization.  ~6 August 2020~ 
 

There should be nothing fearsome to you about the prospect of dwelling 
on a plane of greater subtlety and refinement. On our plane there is 

beauty, truth and goodness of an intensity that you may dream about but 
whose reality you can scarcely fathom. We exist in a realm of shimmering 
beauty and unobstructed harmony, suffused by the love of the Creator and 
the music of the spheres. Our mission is to uplift our human brethren 
entrapped in the density of matter, so they may rise into a light-filled world 
and from there, by our side, serve the Plan.  ~18 Oct 2019~ 
 

As humanity enters this new cycle of planetary life it is important that 
you see Us as We are.  The fact that we have traveled further on the 

Path of Return than you has several practical implications. As formulators of 
the divine plan, we see further into the future than you can.  We are more 



aligned with the will of the Father than you are.  And we are closer to our 
Great Brother, the Christ, as we serve under His guidance, illumined by the 
immensity of His love and wisdom.  And yet, as you learn to follow in our 
footsteps, the gap between us grows continually smaller.  ~6 Feb 2020~ 

 

The fifth kingdom in nature—the spiritual realm or kingdom—is 
undergirded by the Law of Love. It is the Heart Center of our planet. At 

this time, there is no higher vibration for human beings to aspire to than the 
vibration of Divine Love, for this vibration opens the portal to the new world.  
The soul that vibrates to the frequency of Divine Love is incapable of harm.  
It lives in constant awareness of the One Life manifesting through infinite 
forms, each one fulfilling a divine purpose, however seemingly small or 
insignificant.  ~15 Nov 2019~ 
 

In the minds of many esoteric students, the idea that Higher Beings will 
appear on earth to guide humanity remains either an abstraction or a distant 

possibility.  Neither is correct.  Such Beings will soon make themselves visible. 

The Kingdom of Souls is the realm of perfected human souls and those who are 
approaching perfection. The awakening of the higher self leads inevitably to 
the spiritual path, by which humanity evolves, and ultimately leads into the 
Kingdom of Souls. Those who are consciously aligned with ‘the kingdom not 
of this world,’ as it used to be known, will remake the world of human living in 
the new era.  ~27 March 2021~ 

 



The Emergence of the Realm of the Soul 

W hile humanity is focused on present catastrophes and impending 
disasters, shafts of light will appear as if ‘from nowhere.’The 

ineffable beauty of this great explosion of light will signal an early stage of 
the Hierarchy’s emergence into the realm of visible form.  It will mark the 
beginning of our withdrawal from the inner planes and the consolidation of 
our energies with yours.  

This consolidation will manifest as radiant expressions of divine truths 
enwrapped in beauty.  Later, these new energies will become even more alive 
as Presences increasingly emerge from behind the veil that has for eons 
separated our two realms.  It will become evident to kindred souls that a 
higher force is entering the world, setting the stage for what is to come 
through cooperative endeavor between the human and spiritual realms. A 
subtle refinement of collective human consciousness has already begun.      
~7 June 2019~ 

 

It must become widely understood that a new world is in the making. The 
growing prospect of this new world will relieve the deepening angst of 

humanity and begin to heal the wounds of the human soul. The new 
civilization will unfold under the reign of the Soul, with the externalization 
of the realm of the Soul.  ~22 Nov 2019~ 

 

To be alive in the world right now, to observe the further withering of the 
law with each new day, is to be tested to the core. The only ‘place’ for the 



soul to look is inward and upward, where the Forces of Light are arrayed in 
preparation to re-enter the world. A steadfast inward gaze dispels all doubt, 
allowing the conscious soul to function in the world more effectively than ever 
before. The realization dawns that light is already breaking through in the guise 
of every individual who stands for truth in the light of their soul.  This is our 
point of re-entry into the Earth.  ~6 Oct 2017~ 
 

The Great Shift is upon us now. You can surely sense the intensifying 
downpour of light, along with the slipping away of the world that was.  

Strive to uproot yourselves from the outer plane and enter our midst more 
intentionally. We are your shelter from the storm and the light on your Path.  
We walk with you, and we compose the song of the new earth with you. This 
reciprocal relationship holds the power to remake the world—to transform it 
into the longed-for ‘heaven on earth.’   ~12 Dec 2020~ 

 

The defeat of superstition by the modern mind is nearly complete.  Yet, this 
defeat has left a gaping wound in the human heart and soul.  

Standing on the threshold of the new era, the most significant development 
from our perspective is the embryonic capacity of the human mind to reach 
beyond itself, via the Soul, to the plane of higher intuition. This is the level of 
awareness from which the new civilization will be built. For the first time in 
the evolution of our planet, the human and spiritual kingdoms will become 
linked directly, via conscious souls, without need of external intermediaries.   
~31 May. 2019~



W e are heading into a thoroughly new stream of planetary life, which 
marks a radical departure from all that has come before.  This is the 

outcome of the awakening of humanity and the response it is evoking from 
within the Spiritual Hierarchy. The living bridge of light being built between 
our two kingdoms will become the bedrock of the life of the new earth.        
~23 April 2020~ 

 

I t is important to be aware of the essential differences between humanity’s 
past and present, since souls are now awakening at a higher turn of the 

evolutionary spiral.  Coming into existence is a bridge of consciousness 
between the 4th (human) and 5th (spiritual) kingdoms that never existed 
before, except for a rare few highly evolved human beings in recent 
centuries.  The spiritual realm is no longer completely severed from human 
life on this planet.  The realms of humanity and divinity have begun to join 
in the restoration of the divine Plan.  ~ 21 June 2019 ~ 
 

From the time when the soul’s light begins to pervade the consciousness of a 
disciple, the inner Ashram begins to impress upon the mind the outlines of 

the Plan for a given moment in history. This occurs according to the 
individual’s capacity for absorption.  Through the downpour of increasingly 
brighter shafts of light, the disciple is drawn into a living relationship with his 
or her Elders. As the capacity to assimilate higher energies develops, the 
individual’s consciousness is directed less to the life of the persona and turns 
more toward the goals of the Plan. With that turning, the inflow of higher light 
intensifies.  ~6 Dec 2019~ 
 



In the new world of the Aquarian Age, everything will depend upon the free 
will of humanity. However, instead of exercising free will for personal 

ambition or material indulgences, a critical mass will have arrived at the point 
in evolution where they will choose to exercise their free will in service to the 
Common Good. This change will come about through a widespread shift in 
identity from the isolated human persona to the spark of light united with all 
other sparks; the cell within the body of God; the drop of divinity within the 
divine ocean of life.   ~15 February 2019~ 

 

The Christ as the World Teacher 

Love is the portal of entry to the new world.  The soul awakens in the heart, 
and begins to shine its light upon the mind of the seeker. As this light 

grows in intensity, it turns into the light of truth, almost indistinguishable from 
the light of love. 

The Christ will return as the World Teacher to embody Truth. He will be 
recognized first by those in whom the fire of love has been ignited and who 
have learned the meaning of spiritual love.  What does it mean to love, in the 
highest sense?  It is to radiate the love of the divine Self.  It is to transcend the 
lower self, consumed by incessant desires and personal ambitions, by turning 
that energy toward a greater good.  It is to tap into the love of the realm of the 
Soul and transmit it into the world.   ~29 Nov 2019~  
 

The idea conveyed in the Ageless Wisdom that Christ will return as the 
World Teacher, not as a savior, has been poorly understood. The 

significance is that this Great Being will be a spiritual teacher of and for     



the entire world—not only for today’s Christians, not only for those who 
equate soul consciousness with Christ consciousness, but for every human 
being in whom the soul is stirring. The salience of the term World Teacher 
lies precisely in its universality.  To be a teacher for the world means to teach 
all souls—from all nations, all religions, regions, and races—who have 
awakened to the true Self and are seeking to learn about the subtler reality 
they have begun to penetrate.  ~29 Mar 2021~ 

 

The Christ will not return to Earth as the prophet of an age to come, but to 
affirm that the Kingdom of God is arising from within the human soul.  It 

is due to the fact that a portion of humanity is awakening to its divine 
potential that the Christ is able to return to the peoples of Earth and assume 
the role of World Teacher. 

The project of the World Teacher in the coming age could be summed up in a 
few words: to establish the fact that the human soul comes into incarnation to 
learn the realities of spiritual growth and evolution, in order to become a 
transformer of consciousness and life—starting with its own self.                 
~23 August 2019~  
 

W hen the Christ returns as World Teacher, He will not suddenly remake 
the world as many would dearly hope. He will teach basic principles 

about the life of the soul, enabling the light of higher understanding to begin 
to permeate human awareness. How will this light be spread abroad?  
Through the living experience of every soul who treads the Path and can 
testify to the validity of the principles being taught.  

The fundamental external change between present and future will be the 
environment of the new earth, which will be conducive to a more rapid 
unfoldment of soul qualities. In part, this will result from the reciprocal 
relationship between our two realms of life. The spiritual light filtering into 



the new world will issue from the relationship being established between our 
kingdoms.   ~6 Dec 2019~ 
 

The Christ is preparing to reappear in this maelstrom of human misery for 
a brief time.  He will not be recognized by the entire human population, 

but by those equipped to recognize Him and His disciples. They will form the 
critical mass that will turn the tide of consciousness and open the door to the 
world where He will dwell among awakening humanity.    ~13 Aug 2020~ 

 

Earth is being set on a new course to allow for a closer alignment with 
the evolutionary goals of the planetary Logos, the Lord of our world.  

A principal aspect of this new alignment is the transformation of humanity 
into a race with the capacity to fulfill its divine inheritance.   

The Old Testament declares that human beings are “made in the image of 
God.” Although the actual meaning of those words has been profoundly 
misinterpreted and misunderstood, the notion that a human being could come 
to resemble the Deity who created him or her, and could thus by implication 
enter into relationship with the creator, struck a deep and lasting chord in the 
soul of humanity. A profound longing to discover the truth hidden in these 
enigmatic words has persisted within the race for eons, without the vaguest 
notion of how they could be realized. The great endowment of the modern 
wisdom teachings has been to explain how this can occur. The explanation 
will be validated by the appearance of the World Teacher.  ~20 Aug 2020~    


